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Serous Cavity Fluid and Cerebrospinal Fluid Cytopathology Dec 27 2021 Cytologic
diagnosis by examination of exfoliated cells in serous cavity fluids is one of the most
challenging areas in clinical cytopathology. Almost 20% of the effusions examined are
directly or indirectly related to the presence of malignant disease, with carcinoma of the
lung as the most common underlying culprit. This volume published in the Essentials in
Cytopathology book series will fulfill the need for an easy-to-use and authoritative synopsis
of site specific topics in cytopathology. These guide books fit into the lab coat pocket, ideal
for portability and quick reference. Each volume is heavily illustrated with a full color art
program, while the text follows a user-friendly outline format.

Risk Analysis in Stochastic Supply Chains Jan 28 2022 Risk analysis is crucial in
stochastic supply chain models. Over the past few years, the pace has quickened for
research attempting to explore risk analysis issues in supply chain management problems,
while the majority of recent papers focus on conceptual framework or computational
numerical analysis. Pioneered by Nobel laureate Markowitz in the 1950s, the mean-risk
(MR) formulation became a fundamental theory for risk management in finance. Despite
the significance and popularity of MR-related approaches in finance, their applications in
studying multi-echelon supply chain management problems have only been seriously
explored in recent years. While the MR approach has already been shown to be useful in
conducting risk analysis in stochastic supply chain models, there is no comprehensive
reference source that provides the state-of-the-art findings on this important model for
supply chain management. Thus it is significant to have a book that reviews and extends the
MR related works for supply chain risk analysis. This book is organized into five chapters.
Chapter 1 introduces the topic, offers a timely review of various related areas, and explains
why the MR approach is important for conducting supply chain risk analysis. Chapter 2
examines the single period inventory model with the mean-variance and mean-semideviation approaches. Extensive discussions on the efficient frontiers are also reported.
Chapter 3 explores the infinite horizon multi-period inventory model with a mean-variance
approach. Chapter 4 investigates the supply chain coordination problem with a versatile

target sales rebate contract and a risk averse retailer possessing the mean-variance
optimization objective. Chapter 5 concludes the book and discusses various promising
future research directions and extensions. Every chapter can be taken as a self-contained
article, and the notation within each chapter is consistently employed.
Robert Ludlum's (TM) The Utopia Experiment Oct 05 2022 With U.S. intelligence
agencies wracked by internal power struggles and paralyzed by bureaucracy, the president
has been forced to establish his own clandestine group--Covert-One. It's activated only as a
last resort, when the threat is on a global scale and time is running out.The Utopia
Experiment When Dresner Industries unveils the Merge, a device that is destined to
revolutionize the world and make the personal computer and smartphone obsolete, CovertOne operative Colonel Jon Smith is assigned to assess its military potential. He discovers
that enhanced vision, real-time battlefield displays, unbreakable security, and near-perfect
marksmanship are only the beginning of a technology that will change the face of warfare
forever--and one that must be kept out of the hands of America's enemies at all costs.
Meanwhile, in the mountains of Afghanistan, CIA operative Randi Russell encounters an
entire village of murdered Afghans--all equipped with enhanced Merge technology that
even the Agency didn't know existed. As Smith and Russell delve into the circumstances
surrounding the Afghans' deaths, they're quickly blocked by someone who seems to have
access to the highest levels of the military--a person that even the president knows nothing

about. Is the Merge really as secure as its creator claims? And what secrets about its
development is the Pentagon so desperate to hide? Smith and Russell are determined to
learn the truth. But they may pay for it with their lives . . .
Risk: A Very Short Introduction Sep 23 2021 Risk is everywhere - from genetically
modified crops, dams, and stem-cell therapy to heartbreak, online predators, inflation, and
robbery. This Very Short Introduction examines what science has learned about how people
deal with risks, what we can learn through decision theory, and how we can evaluate risk in
our own lives.
Rising from the Plains Mar 06 2020 Pulitzer Prize-winning author John McPhee continues
his Annals of the Former World series about the geology of North America along the
fortieth parallel with Rising from the Plains. This third volume presents another exciting
geological excursion with an engaging account of life—past and present—in the high plains
of Wyoming. Sometimes it is said of geologists that they reflect in their professional styles
the sort of country in which they grew up. Nowhere could that be more true than in the life
of a geologist born in the center of Wyoming and raised on an isolated ranch. This is the
story of that ranch, soon after the turn of the twentieth century, and of David Love, the
geologist who grew up there, at home with the composition of the high country in the way
that someone growing up in a coastal harbor would be at home with the vagaries of the sea.
XNA 4 3D Game Development by Example Jun 01 2022 Create action-packed 3D games

with the Microsoft XNA Framework.
Segmental and Prosodic Issues in Romance Phonology Mar 30 2022 This volume is a
collection of cutting-edge research papers written by well-known researchers in the field of
Romance phonetics and phonology. An important goal of this book is to bridge the gap
between traditional Romance linguistics — with its long and rich tradition in data
collection, cross-language comparison, and phonetic variation — and laboratory phonology
work. The book is organized around three main themes: segmental processes, prosody, and
the acquisition of segments and prosody. The various articles provide new empirical data on
production, perception, sound change, first and second language learning, rhythm and
intonation, presenting a state-of-the-art overview of research in laboratory phonology
centred on Romance languages. The Romance data are used to test the predictions of a
number of theoretical frameworks such as gestural phonology, exemplar models, generative
phonology and optimality theory. The book will constitute a useful companion volume for
phoneticians, phonologists and researchers investigating sound structure in Romance
languages, and will serve to generate further interest in laboratory phonology.
World Guide to Special Libraries: Libraries M-Z. Index Apr 06 2020
Risk Theory and Reinsurance Apr 18 2021 Reinsurance is an important production factor
of non-life insurance. The efficiency and the capacity of the reinsurance market directly
regulate those of insurance markets. The purpose of this book is to provide a concise

introduction to risk theory, as well as to its main application procedures to reinsurance. The
first part of the book covers risk theory. It presents the most prevalent model of ruin theory,
as well as a discussion on insurance premium calculation principles and the mathematical
tools that enable portfolios to be ordered according to their risk levels. The second part
describes the institutional context of reinsurance. It first strives to clarify the legal nature of
reinsurance transactions. It describes the structure of the reinsurance market and then the
different legal and technical features of reinsurance contracts, known as reinsurance
‘treaties’ by practitioners. The third part creates a link between the theories presented in the
first part and the practice described in the second one. Indeed, it sets out, mostly through
examples, some methods for pricing and optimizing reinsurance. The authors aim is to
apply the formalism presented in the first part to the institutional framework given in the
second part. It is reassuring to find such a relationship between approaches seemingly
abstract and solutions adopted by practitioners. Risk Theory and Reinsurance is mainly
aimed at master's students in actuarial science but will also be useful for practitioners
wishing to revive their knowledge of risk theory or to quickly learn about the main
mechanisms of reinsurance.
Risk, Courage, and Women Feb 14 2021 A collection of writings, including narratives,
poems, and essays, in which influential women share how they built up the courage to take
risks and change their lives.

Roar! Jun 08 2020 Can You Tell Me How to Get to Narnia? You don’t actually have to
journey all the way to Narnia to find everything you need to know in one spot (though you
might want to anyway)! Roar! A Christian Family Guide to the Chronicles of Narnia is a
beautiful volume that unveils a fun-filled world based on intriguing Bible insights for every
Narniac! There’s something for everyone—from elementary aged children to their parents.
Packed with fun activities, a “Narniac’s Creed,” tips on speaking like a British schoolboy,
games, trivia, and more, it’s built on solid teaching: chapter by chapter discussion guides,
conversation starters for parents and kids, and Bible parallels that will surprise even the
most studious Christian. Now you can get the most out of Narnia—even if you don’t own a
wardrobe! “Tell me more about Narnia!” Fans ages four to ninety-four just can’t get enough
of C. S. Lewis’s timeless classic, The Chronicles of Narnia. That’s why Roar! takes your
family on a one-of-a-kind adventure through every chapter in all seven books!* Peek inside
to find: • Interactive features like “Wisdom for Narniacs,” “Kid Test,” “Let’s Talk About
It,” “Grown-up Thoughts,” and “Try This at Home” • Helps for parents on big subjects
including mythology, magic, violence, and life after death • Fun articles from “Oh, I Wish I
Were a Dufflepud!” to “Creature Hall of Fame & Shame” • Indexes of creatures, characters,
places, and Bible parallels • A glossary of difficult words • A memorable celebration of the
Lord behind the Lion Story Behind the Book C.S. Lewis’ The Chronicles of Narnia have
long captivated the hearts, souls, and imaginations of both youth and adults. This

December, with the release of Disney’s The Lion, The Witch, and the Wardrobe, a craze
among Christians and nonChristians is sure to erupt! Fans will be on the prowl for solid
teaching to better understand this make-believe world that holds timeless gems of biblical
insight. Now parents, kids, college students, and older Narniacs everywhere will find the
answers they need in one convenient source. It’s unapologetically Christian, because that’s
how C.S. Lewis was. And, true to form, not a tad of adventurous dust is left behind when
readers embark on this exciting journey!
SQL Server 2005 DBA Street Smarts Dec 15 2020 Develop the skill you need in the real
world. Hit the ground running with the street-smart training you'll find in this practical
book. Using a "Year in the life" approach, it gives you an inside look at SQL Server 2005
database administration, with key information organized around the actual day-to-day tasks,
scenarios, and challenges you'll face in the field. This valuable training tool is loaded with
hands-on, step-by-step exercises covering all phases of SQL Server 2005 administration,
including: * Installing and configuring SQL Server * High availability and disaster recovery
* Maintenance and automation * Monitoring and troubleshooting An Invaluable study tool
This no-nonsense book also maps to the common tasks and objectives for Microsoft's
MCTS SQL Server (TM) 2005 Implementation and Maintenance exam (70-431). So
whether you're preparing for certification or seeking practical skills to break into the field,
you'll find the instruction you need, including: * Upgrading from a previous version of SQL

Server * Configuring an operating mode * Restoring a database * Creating a Transact-SQL
user-defined type * Using Windows(r) System Monitor to Monitor performance THE
STREET SMARTS SERIES is designed to help current or sparing IT professionals put their
certification to work for them. Full of practical, real world scenarios, each book features
actual tasks from the field and then offers step-by-step exercises that teach the skills
necessary to complete those tasks. And because the exercises are based upon exam
objectives from leading technology certifications, each Street Smarts book can be used as a
lab manual for certification prep.
Visual Basic 2008 Nov 06 2022 Created by world-renowned programming instructors Paul
and Harvey Deitel, Visual Basic 2008 How to Program, Fourth Editionintroduces all facets
of the Visual Basic 2008 language hands-on, through hundreds of working programs.This
book has been thoroughly updated to reflect the major innovations Microsoft has
incorporated in Visual Basic 2008 and .NET 3.5; all discussions and sample code have been
carefully audited against the newest Visual Basic language specification. The many new
platform features covered in depth in this edition include: LINQ data queries, Windows
Presentation Foundation (WPF), ASP.NET Ajax and the Microsoft Ajax Library,
Silverlight-based rich Internet application development, and creating Web services with
Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). New language features introduced in this
edition: object anonymous types, object initializers, implicitly typed local variables and

arrays, delegates, lambda expressions, and extension methods. A series of appendices
provide essential programming reference material on topics ranging from number systems
to the Visual Studio Debugger, UML 2 to Unicode and ASCII. AUDIENCE:Appropriate for
anyone interested in learning programming with Visual Basic 2008.
When God Goes to Starbucks Jul 02 2022 More than ever, Christians are bombarded with
tough faith questions from their pluralistic friends and neighbors. Many of these emerge as
"anti-truth claims" and slogans we are all familiar with: • Why not just look out for
yourself? • Do what you want--just as long as you don't hurt anyone • Miracles violate the
laws of nature • Aren't people born gay? Paul Copan has been answering questions like
these for many years. In When God Goes to Starbucks, he offers readers solid and caring
Christian responses to these and many other concerns that are being discussed in Starbucks,
shopping malls, youth groups, and schools. Each chapter provides succinct answers and
points for countering the cultural questions believers are faced with today.
Pwc 2003 Aug 03 2022
Robert Penn Warren After Audubon Aug 30 2019 Despite nearly universal critical
acclaim for Robert Penn Warren's later poetry, much about this large body of work remains
unexplored, especially the psychological sources of these poems' remarkable energy. In this
groundbreaking work, Warren scholar Joseph R. Millichap takes advantage of current
research on developmental psychology, gerontology, and end-of-life studies to offer

provocative new readings of Warren's later poems, which he defines as those published
after Audubon: A Vision (1969). In these often intricate poems, Millichap sees something
like an autobiographical epic focused on the process of aging, the inevitability of death, and
the possibility of transcendence. Thus Warren's later poetry reviews an individual life seen
whole, contemplates mortality and dissolution, and aspires to the literary sublime. Millichap
locates the beginning of Warren's late period in the extraordinary collection Or Else:
Poem/Poems 1968--1974, basing his contention on the book's complex, indeed obsessive
sequencing of new, previously published, and previously collected poems unified by themes
of time, memory, age, and death. Millichap offers innovative readings of Or Else and
Warren's five other late gatherings of poems -- Can I See Arcturus from Where I Stand?:
Poems 1975; Now and Then: Poems 1976--1978, winner of the Pulitzer Prize; Being Here:
Poetry 1977--1980; Rumor Verified: Poems 1979--1980; and Altitudes and Extensions
1980--1984. Among the autobiographical elements Millichap brings into his careful
readings are Warren's loneliness in these later years, especially after the deaths of family
members and friends; his alternating feelings of personal satisfaction and emptiness toward
his literary achievements; and his sense of the power, and at times the impotence, of
memory. Millichap's analysis explores how Warren often returned to images and themes of
his earlier poems, especially those involving youth and midlife, with the new perspective
given by advancing age and time's passage. Millichap also relates Warren's work to that of

other poets who have dealt profoundly with memory and age, including Robert Frost, T. S.
Eliot, Thomas Hardy, and, at times, John Milton, William Wordsworth, and the whole
English and American nineteenth-century Romantic tradition. An epilogue traces Warren's
changing reputation as a poet from the publication of his last volume in 1985 through his
death in 1989 and the centennial of his birth in 2005, concluding persuasively that the finest
of all of Warren's literary efforts can be found in his later poetry, concerned as it is with the
work of aging and the quest for transcendence.
Risen: Dark Waters Jan 04 2020 Set ten years after the events in Risen, Dark Waters
continues our hero's story. After he saved the world from Inquisitor Mendoza's madness and
the Titan's wrath, he joined the Inquisition himself to save what was left of the world. He
soon realized that humanity was on the edge of destruction anyway, and his heroic deeds on
Faranga meant nothing. Now a broken man, he has been sent on a mission to infiltrate a
pirate crew and find a secret weapon to use against the Titans...
Rival to the Queen Nov 01 2019 From the New York Times bestselling author of The Last
Wife of Henry VIII comes a novel about the bitter rivalry between Queen Elizabeth I and
her fascinating cousin, Lettice Knollys, for the love of one extraordinary man. Powerful,
dramatic and full of the rich history that has made Carolly Erickson's novels perennial
bestsellers, this is the story of the only woman to ever stand up to the Virgin Queen— her
own cousin, Lettie Knollys. Far more attractive than the queen, Lettie soon won the

attention of the handsome and ambitious Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, a man so
enamored of the queen and determined to share her throne that it was rumored he had
murdered his own wife in order to become her royal consort. The enigmatic Elizabeth
allowed Dudley into her heart, and relied on his devoted service, but shied away from the
personal and political risks of marriage. When Elizabeth discovered that he had married her
cousin Lettie in secret, Lettie would pay a terrible price, fighting to keep her husband's love
and ultimately losing her beloved son, the Earl of Essex, to the queen's headsman. This is
the unforgettable story of two women related by blood, yet destined to clash over one of
Tudor England's most charismatic men.
River Cafe Italian Kitchen May 08 2020 The RIVER CAFE COOKBOOKS are a
publishing phenomenon, with over a quarter of a million sold. Following a successful pilot
on BBC, Rose Gray and Ruth Rogers were asked by Channel 4 to make a series in which
they showed how to make some of their fantastic dishes and explained why they cook how
they do. This unique book, which is photographed at both the River Cafe and in Italy,
complements the existing cookbooks, contains all the recipes shown in the series 1 and 2 of
ITALIAN KITCHEN and provides a platform for the authors to explain the philosophy
behind their food with passion and verve.
Robert E. Lee: Lessons in Leadership Feb 03 2020 General Robert E. Lee was a
complicated man and military figure. In Robert E. Lee, the 11th book in the critically

acclaimed Great Generals Series, Noah Andre Trudeau follows the general's Civil War path
with a special emphasis on Lee's changing set of personal values as the conflict wended
through four bloody years and by exploring his famous skills as a crafty and daring
tactician. Trudeau adds a fresh perspective toward understanding a major figure in
American history who remains decidedly an enigma.
Robert B. Parker: The Virgil Cole/Everett Hitch Novels 1 - 4 Jun 28 2019 Four outstanding
novels set in the Old West, featuring the "smart and resourceful"* gun-slinging duo Virgil
Cole and Everett Hitch--from the New York Times bestselling author of the Spenser, Jesse
Stone, and Sunny Randall novels. (*Publishers Weekly) Includes: Appaloosa Resolution
Brimstone Blue-Eyed Devil
SUBVERSIVE GENEALOGY Jun 20 2021 In this major reconsideration of Herman
Melville’s life and work, Michael Paul Rogin shows that Melville’s novels are connected
both to the important issues of his time and to the exploits of his patrician and politically
prominent family—which, three generations after its Revolutionary War heroes, produced
an alcoholic, a bankrupt, and a suicide. Rogin argues that a history of Melville’s fiction, and
of the society represented in it, is also a history of the writer’s family. He describes how that
family first engaged Melville in and then isolated him from American political and social
life. Melville’s brother and father-in-law are shown to link Moby-Dick to the crisis over
expansion and slavery. White-Jacket and Billy Budd, which concern shipboard conflicts

between masters and seamen, are related to an execution at sea in which Melville’s cousin
played a decisive part. The figure of Melville’s father haunts The Confidence Man, whose
subject is the triumph of the marketplace and the absence of authority. A provocative study
of one of our supreme literary artists.
Roadtesting Happiness Sep 11 2020 We are constantly being told that happiness should be
our goal, and how we can achieve it. But does the advice of happiness 'experts' really work?
Sophie Scott, the ABC's medical reporter, roadtests the most popular methods to find out.
We are constantly told that happiness should be our goal, but how can we achieve it? Does
the advice of happiness 'experts' really work? that is what Sophie Scott decides to find out.
Exploring the science of happiness, the ABC's award-winning medical reporter gets inside
the ideas of leading happiness experts, including Buddhist monk Mathieu Ricard (the
'world's happiest man'), psychologist Dr tim Sharp (aka 'Dr Happy') from the Happiness
Institute, and Assistant Professor Alice Domar from the Harvard Medical School, to
discover the best ways to achieve and maintain happiness. then she tries it all out. Using
each approach suggested by the experts, she 'roadtests' her way from depression to
happiness, sampling techniques such as cognitive behaviour therapy; meditation,
mindfulness and spirituality; acceptance and gratitude; altruism and volunteering; food
choices and exercise. If you want to become happier than you are right now and stay that
way, here are the tools - and shortcuts - to make it happen.

Rise to Embrace [Rise of the Changelings, Book 3] (Siren Publishing Epic, ManLove) Dec
03 2019 [Siren Epic Romance, ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M,
with M/F/M, sex toys, HEA] When Lieutenant Commander John Freedman called in his
favors, Ryan Deluca and Kenneth Brooke of Special Forces answered. But when Freedman
asks Deluca and Brooke to track down Enrique Marcelo and make sure he isn't killed, they
are baffled. John Freedman is the leader of the Death Squad, out to exterminate the
nonhumans, and Enrique is at the top of their list. Willow Toreno lives with her changeling
coyote pack deep in the Smoky Mountains. Alpha Garrett tells her they are having guests
and she is to see to their needs. Even though she hates Garrett with every breath she takes,
Willow is not foolish enough to disobey. But what she hadn't expected was to find two
human males who spark a fire deep within her soul. They call to her beast, making Willow
tempt fate. There is just one small problem. Garrett kills anyone who mates outside their
coyote pack. When Willow is forced to the detention center, it’s up to Brooke and Deluca to
get her out. The stakes grow higher when the men learn Willow’s dark and agonizing secret.
NOTE! You are purchasing Siren's newest imprint, the Siren Epic Romance collection. This
is Book 3 of 7 in the Rise of the Changelings series. The series shares an overall story arc
with many crossover characters playing major roles in each book. These books are not
stand-alone and should be read in their numbered order. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
When the School Horse was King : a Tribute to Faithful Friends and Companions Sep

04 2022
Robert Ludlum's The Janus Reprisal Oct 01 2019 The brand new Covert-One novel in
the series created by the undisputed master of the thriller genre and creator of Jason Bourne,
Robert Ludlum. When Covert-One's top operative Jon Smith wakes in a hotel room, he's
staring down the barrel of a gun. The area is under terrorist attack and within minutes,
bombs explode right across the city. In this perfectly formulated chaos, criminal warlord
Oman Dattar, held for crimes against humanity, escapes while his men attempt to steal a
new strain of deadly bacteria being showcased at an international conference. In the wrong
hands, it has the power to devastate nations - and Dattar and his men have it firmly in their
sights to use in their plot to bring down the West once and for all. Can Jon Smith stop him
or is it already too late?
Rising Star Jul 10 2020 Antonia helps the creatures of the bay when their environment is
threatened by responding to the call of her magic necklace, so when some puffins are
threatened by a building development, Antonia and Cai set out to protect the birds. Original.
Psychology in Sports Coaching Jul 22 2021 Some of the most effective coaches understand
the fundamentals of sport psychology, which include interacting effectively with athletes,
creating the optimal environment, assessing the psychological needs of their athletes, and
even providing them with the mental training required to maximise performance. Fully
revised and updated, the second edition of Psychology in Sports Coaching: Theory and

Practice clearly and accessibly introduces the principles and practice of sport psychology in
the context of the coaching process. Drawing on the very latest research and theory, the
book introduces the psychological tools and techniques that coaches can use to get the best
performances out of their athletes. Including six new chapters on applying selfdetermination principles in coaching, creating the optimal motivational climate, increasing
motivation, developing anti-doping attitudes, promoting challenge states, and mindfulnessbased stress reduction training, the book also offers step-by-step guidance on key topics
such as: Assessing the needs of athletes Facilitating awareness through goal-setting and
performance profiling Working with special populations, including children and injured
athletes Building team cohesion Maximising relationships and socially supporting athletes
Teaching mental skills such as imagery and coping Building mental toughness and
confidence. Every chapter contains useful features to aid learning and understanding,
including in-depth case studies, critical thinking questions, clear and concise summaries,
and practice exam questions. Psychology in Sports Coaching: Theory and Practice is
essential reading for any student of sports coaching or any practising coach looking to
extend and develop their skills, and useful applied reading for students of sport psychology.
Scala Data Analysis Cookbook Feb 26 2022 Navigate the world of data analysis,
visualization, and machine learning with over 100 hands-on Scala recipes About This Book
Implement Scala in your data analysis using features from Spark, Breeze, and Zeppelin

Scale up your data anlytics infrastructure with practical recipes for Scala machine learning
Recipes for every stage of the data analysis process, from reading and collecting data to
distributed analytics Who This Book Is For This book shows data scientists and analysts
how to leverage their existing knowledge of Scala for quality and scalable data analysis.
What You Will Learn Familiarize and set up the Breeze and Spark libraries and use data
structures Import data from a host of possible sources and create dataframes from CSV
Clean, validate and transform data using Scala to pre-process numerical and string data
Integrate quintessential machine learning algorithms using Scala stack Bundle and scale up
Spark jobs by deploying them into a variety of cluster managers Run streaming and graph
analytics in Spark to visualize data, enabling exploratory analysis In Detail This book will
introduce you to the most popular Scala tools, libraries, and frameworks through practical
recipes around loading, manipulating, and preparing your data. It will also help you explore
and make sense of your data using stunning and insightfulvisualizations, and machine
learning toolkits. Starting with introductory recipes on utilizing the Breeze and Spark
libraries, get to grips withhow to import data from a host of possible sources and how to
pre-process numerical, string, and date data. Next, you'll get an understanding of concepts
that will help you visualize data using the Apache Zeppelin and Bokeh bindings in Scala,
enabling exploratory data analysis. iscover how to program quintessential machine learning
algorithms using Spark ML library. Work through steps to scale your machine learning

models and deploy them into a standalone cluster, EC2, YARN, and Mesos. Finally dip into
the powerful options presented by Spark Streaming, and machine learning for streaming
data, as well as utilizing Spark GraphX. Style and approach This book contains a rich set of
recipes that covers the full spectrum of interesting data analysis tasks and will help you
revolutionize your data analysis skills using Scala and Spark.
Psychoanalysis and Black Novels Apr 30 2022 Although psychoanalytic theory is one of
the most potent and influential tools in contemporary literary criticism, to date it has had
very little impact on the study of African American literature. Critical methods from the
disciplines of history, sociology, and cultural studies have dominated work in the field.
Now, in this exciting new book by the author of Domestic Allegories: The Black Heroine's
Text at the Turn of the Century, Claudia Tate demonstrates that psychoanalytic paradigms
can produce rich and compelling readings of African American textuality. With clear and
accessible summaries of key concepts in Freud, Lacan, and Klein, as well as deft reference
to the work of contemporary psychoanalytic critics of literature, Tate explores AfricanAmerican desire, alienation, and subjectivity in neglected novels by Emma Kelley, W.E.B.
Du Bois, Richard Wright, Zora Neale Hurston, and Nella Larsen. Her pioneering approach
highlights African American textual realms within and beyond those inscribing racial
oppression and modes of black resistance. A superb introduction to psychoanalytic theory
and its applications for African American literature and culture, this book creates a

sophisticated critical model of black subjectivity and desire for use in the study of African
American texts.
Reinventing Project-Based Learning Oct 13 2020 This newly revised book explores proven
strategies for overcoming the limitations of the traditional classroom, including a wealth of
technology tools for inquiry, collaboration, and global connection to support this new vision
of instructional design. The book follows the arc of a project, providing guided
opportunities to direct and reflect educators own learning and professional development. In
the expanded second edition, educators will find new examples of the latest tools,
assessment strategies and promising practices that are poised to shape education in the
future.
Psychopathology Oct 25 2021 Psychopathology has been designed to provide students with
a comprehensive coverage of both psychopathology and clinical practice, including
extensive treatment techniques for a range of mental health issues. The text is designed to
be accessible to students at a range of different learning levels, from first year
undergraduates to post-graduate researchers and those undergoing clinical training.
Psychopathology is primarily evidence and research based, with coverage of relevant
research from as recently as 2013, making it useful to researchers as well as clinicians. The
emphasis in the book is on providing students with a real insight into the nature and
experience of mental health problems, both through the written coverage and by providing a

range of video material covering personal accounts of mental health problems. The text is
integrated with a wide variety of teaching and learning features that will enable facilitators
to teach more effectively, and students to learn more comprehensively. Many of these
features have been updated for the new edition and new material has been included to
reflect the changes in DSM-5. Features include Focus Points that discuss contentious or
topical issues in detail, Research Methods boxes showing how clinical psychologists do
research on psychopathology, and Case Histories detailing a range of mental health
problems. Online resources An all new student website is available at www.wileypsychopathology.com. The website houses a huge variety of new digital material including
more than 50 instructional and supplementary videos covering descriptions of symptoms
and aetiologies, examples of diagnosis and diagnostic interviews, recounted personal
experiences of people with mental health problems, and discussions and examples of
treatment. The site also contains hundreds of new student quizzes, as well as revision
flashcards, student learning activities, discussion topics, lists of relevant journal articles
(many of which provide free links to relevant articles published in Wiley Blackwell
journals), and topics for discussion related to clinical research and clinical practice. A fully
updated lecturer test bank has also been developed including over 1,000 questions, as well
as suggested essay questions and these can be accessed by instructors on our lecturer book
companion site.

Radiology Case Review Series: Spine Nov 25 2021 More than 150 spinal radiology cases
deliver the best board review possible Part of McGraw-Hill Education's Radiology Case
Review Series, this unique resource challenges you to look at a group of images, determine
the diagnosis, answer related questions, and gauge your knowledge by reviewing the
answer. It all adds up to the best case-based review of spinal imaging available--one that's
ideal for certification or recertification, or as an incomparable clinical refresher.
Distinguished by a cohesive 2-page design, each volume in this series is filled with cases,
annotated images, questions & answers, pearls, and relevant literature references that will
efficiently prepare you for virtually any exam topic. The more than 150 cases cover
clinically relevant disorders such as neck and back pain, leg numbness, fibrous dysplasia,
Sprengel's deformity, neck mass, spina bifida, and lumbar fusion. Radiology Case Review
Series Features More than 150 cases for each volume, which consist of: Precise, state-ofthe-art images accompanied by questions and answers, descriptions of the entities,
insightful clinical pearls, and reference lists Intensive coverage of fundamental radiology
principles, the latest diagnostic imaging techniques, radiology equipment, new technologies,
and more Unique 2-page design for each case, which features: Images with 5 questions on
the right-hand page Magnifications, annotations, and detailed answers on the verso page--a
benefit that you'll only find in this exceptional series! Informative, bulleted comments box
that provides important additional context for each case Cases organized and coded by

difficulty level allowing you to evaluate your proficiency before progressing to the next
level. If you're looking for the most complete, well-organized, and efficient case-based
review of radiology available--designed to help you ace the boards and optimize patient
outcomes--the Radiology Case Review Series belongs on your reference shelf.
The Little Paris Patisserie (Romantic Escapes, Book 3) Nov 13 2020 ‘Irresistible’
Sunday Times bestseller Katie Fforde In a cosy corner of Paris, a delicious little patisserie is
just waiting to be discovered. And romance might just be on the menu...
Risk Management Framework Jul 30 2019 Phishing Exposed unveils the techniques
phishers employ that enable them to successfully commit fraudulent acts against the global
financial industry. Also highlights the motivation, psychology and legal aspects encircling
this deceptive art of exploitation. The External Threat Assessment Team will outline
innovative forensic techniques employed in order to unveil the identities of these organized
individuals, and does not hesitate to remain candid about the legal complications that make
prevention and apprehension so difficult today. This title provides an in-depth, high-tech
view from both sides of the playing field, and is a real eye-opener for the average internet
user, the advanced security engineer, on up through the senior executive management of a
financial institution. This is the book to provide the intelligence necessary to stay one step
ahead of the enemy, and to successfully employ a pro-active and confident strategy against
the evolving attacks against e-commerce and its customers. * Unveils the techniques

phishers employ that enable them to successfully commit fraudulent acts * Offers an indepth, high-tech view from both sides of the playing field to this current epidemic * Stay
one step ahead of the enemy with all the latest information.
Robert Browning: Selected Poems Jan 16 2021 Robert Browning (1812 – 1889) was one
of the defining figures of the Victorian age. Famous in his lifetime for his elopement and
marriage to Elizabeth Barratt, his critical reputation grew steadily in the years following her
early death. Browning’s mastery of dramatic verse was evident throughout his career, from
such chillingly unforgettable monologues as ‘My Last Duchess’ and ‘Porphyria’ to the
mature work included in his collection Dramatis Personae. This selection, chosen by leading
scholars, reveals the innovation, complexity and profound psychological insight that have
ensured Browning’s enduring reputation and his continuing appeal to readers today.
Browning: Selected Poems results from a completely fresh appraisal of the canon, text and
context of the writer’s work. The poems are presented in the order of their composition and
in the text in which they were first published, giving a unique insight into the development
of Browning’s art. An introduction and chronology offer useful background material, whilst
annotations and headnotes provide details of composition, publication, sources and
contemporary reception. This authoritative yet accessible selection should become the first
point of reference for scholar, student and general reader alike.
Risk Analysis VI May 20 2021 Covering a series of important topics which are of current

research interest and have practical applications, this book examines all aspects of risk
analysis and hazard mitigation, ranging from specific assessment of risk to mitigation
associated with both natural and anthropogenic hazards.
Purchasing and Financial Management of Information Technology Aug 23 2021 Purchasing
and Financial Management of Information Technology aims to significantly reduce the
amount of money wasted on IT by providing readers with a comprehensive guide to all
aspects of planning, managing and controlling IT purchasing and finance. Starting from a
recognition that IT purchasing and the financial management often needs to be treated
differently from other types of expenditure, the author draws on over 25 years of experience
in the field to provide readers with useful mixture of good procedures and common sense
rules that have been tried, tested and found to work. Many of these are illustrated by case
histories, each with a moral or a lesson. Purchasing and Financial Management of
Information Technology provides useful guidelines and advice on whole range of topics
including: * IT acquisitions policy * Dealing with suppliers * Budgeting and cost control *
IT cost and risk management * Specification, selection and evaluation of systems * IT value
for money
School-age Child Care Mar 18 2021 In this new edition of a pioneering work, Seligson and
Allenson explore the challenges which child care providers will encounter as the 21st
century approaches. The manual guides the reader through the process of designing,

implementing, and managing caring programs for children aged 5 to 12. Supported by work
done at the School-Age Child Care Project of the Wellesley College Center for Research on
Women, the present volume focuses on the needs of children, and provides examples of
model programs as well as appropriate responses and recommendations for child care
situations. By balancing this practical business operations text with an investigation into the
meaning of social obligation, the authors have produced a fascinating blend of how-to and
philosophy. This is an authoritative and indispensable resource.
Warman's Action Figures Field Guide Aug 11 2020 From G.I. Joe to the X-Men nothing
has fueled more hours of childhood fun that action figures, but the excitement of action
figures also drives one of the largest growing areas in toy collecting. This pocket-sized
guide with its 250+ stunning color photos and up-to-date values gives collectors a handy
and reliable resource. This action-packed field guide: &break;&break;Offers collectors
looking to buy or sell in the more than 110,000 online action figure auctions easy access to
identification and value information &break;&break;Provides collectors with detailed color
photos, identifying descriptions and history on some of the great action figure toys
&break;&break;Allows experienced collectors to easily introduce their favorite hobby to
would-be collectors &break;&break;Just like the action figures, there's nothing small about
the details collectors will find in this reference.
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